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SPORTS DE COMBATS

Conveniently located in Mile-End
Easy access by public transit, driving, biking
or charter buses.

A  Z Logistics
From transportation  fun games  catering. 
Our events are fully customisable to best suit 
your group size, budget & team-building needs.

ALL fun activities under ONE roof!
Multiple sports with various levels of physicality 
and fun challenges. 
Suitable for all ages.

Proven track record of successful events!

Video: Click Here

THE PERFECT BALANCE 
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https://youtu.be/liNj8p7fOv0
https://youtu.be/liNj8p7fOv0
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Come throw some sharp weapons! Axe and Knife Throwing is a great way to 
unleash your inner lumberjack or zombie hunter!
Largest arsenal of throwing knives, axes, tomahawks in town!

AXE & KNIFE RANGE Physicality

Difficulty
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RAGE CAGE Physicality

Difficulty

A great stress reliever where you can (safely) let your rage out and smash a 
variety of things into little pieces, such as plates, cups, and even laptops & 
printers



Fulfill your childhood dreams with massive NERF battles. We have over 200 
NERF blasters in our arsenal, from simple Mavericks to battery-powered 
Vulcans!
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NERF BATTLE Physicality

Difficulty



Discover your inner Katniss, Green Arrow, or Hawkeye.
Many team-based games to compete for your pride and bragging power!
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ARCHERY LESSON Physicality

Difficulty
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Suit up in armor and compete with your colleagues in fast-paced missions 
using bows, foam-tipped arrows, and other melee weapons. 

COMBAT ARCHERY Physicality

Difficulty
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AMENITIES
WE AIM TO MAKE YOUR EVENT PLANNING AS EASY AS POSSIBLE!

If you require food for your 

event, we have a number 

of catering options 

available. You are also 

welcome to supply your 

party with your own 

selection of food.

Looking for an alcohol 

friendly venue?  With 3 

weeks notice for us to 

secure a special permit, 

you may bring alcohol 

(wine, beer, coolers – no 

hard liquor) to your event.

Depending on the size of 

your group, we can 

arrange transportation to 

and from the facility. We 

are accessible by public 

transit, and street parking 

is available.

Sports de Combats is 

conveniently equipped 

with ample space to house 

meetings, conferences, or 

presentations, and 

includes access to an 

array of multimedia 

facilities.

CATERING ALCOHOL TRANSPORTATION MULTIMEDIA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bookings growing at 20% per weekHit operating profits in third month, and covered fixed operating expenses one week into OctoberTwo separate valuations, averaging out to $150,000
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OUR SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
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JOURNEY MAP

7:00 PM Arrive at event. Register and sign waiver.
Meet and greet coworkers.

7:10 PM Mix and mingle while waiting for the rest of 
the crew to arrive. 

7:30 PM Get arm guard and bow. Receive 
instructions on how to properly shoot an 
arrow with a bow. Train for 15 minutes.

7:45 PM Armour up and play Combat Archery for
45 minutes.

8:30 PM Compliment someone on the other team 
for her lucky shot. Get to talking about a 
project she is currently working, and find 
out some of her work has impacts to his 
own deliverables.

HYPOTHETICAL EVENT PARTICIPANT AT SPORTS DE COMBATS:
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JOURNEY MAP (CONT.)

8:45 PM Start arming up for Nerf Battle. Try out 5
different NERF blasters and settle on the
revolver. Discover that a coworker has
children who love NERF blasters.

9:00 PM Have a blast playing Nerf Battle. Through 
teamwork, manage to launch a coordinated 
attack to squeeze in a victory over the 
opposing team.

9:45 PM Continue conversation with a coworker with 
children. Learn more about his personal 
life.

10:00 PM Go home a more cohesive company due to 
participation in Battle Sports activities.

HYPOTHETICAL EVENT PARTICIPANT AT SPORTS DE COMBATS:
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